This paper analyzes the efficiency of hedging strategies for stock options, in presence of jump clus-tering. In the proposed model, the asset is ruled by a jump diffusion process wherein the arrival of jumps is correlated to the amplitude of past shocks. This feature adds feedback effects and time heterogeneity to the initial jump diffusion. After a presentation of main properties of the process, a numerical method for options pricing is proposed. Next, we develop four hedging policies minimizing the variance of the final wealth. These strategies are based on first and second order approximations of option prices. The hedging instrument is either the underlying asset or either another option. The performance of these hedges is measured by simulations for put and call options, with a model fitted to the S&P 500. Finance, Vol. 22, no. 3, p. 1-35 (2018) 
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The sudden arrival of some grouped and unexpected information may trigger a phenomenon of considerable importance for nancial markets which is the clustering of jumps in asset values (Rangel (2011)) 1 .
This phenomenon has some important consequences on nancial derivatives. Firstly, the value of nancial derivatives should reect the consequences of such a possible self-excitation. Secondly, the associated dynamic hedging strategy should be tailored to the suspected data-generating process. Ignoring this empirical feature may alter the eciency of hedging strategies. Despite this, an inspection of the literature reveals that these pricing and hedging problems/issues have not been frequently discussed and rarely addressed from an operational point of view. Our investigation lls this gap by studying the inuence of jump clustering on the design of the suitable hedging strategy.
A way to deal with the clustering of jumps is to consider a jump process equipped with a stochastic jump arrival intensity as self-excited jump processes 2 , also called Hawkes processes. The distinctive characteristic of these processes is that their jump arrival intensity immediately responds to the arrival of * Postal address: ISBA -Voie du Roman Pays 20, 1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium). E-mail to: das.hainaut@gmail.com. † Postal address: IGR-IAE Rennes, 11 rue Jean Macé, 35000 Rennes (France). E-mail to: franck.moraux@univ-rennes1.fr. 1 The credit crunch of 2008 is among the most speaking examples of this mechanism. At that time, the waterfall of bad news and domino eects in bankruptcies shacked violently stocks markets. 2 Before the more recent literature on Hawkes process, various authors have investigated the importance of introducing a state-dependent jump arrival intensity for equity price modelling. Among the rst authors, Bates (2000) argues that the frequency of shocks in stock markets can increase in response to stress. He proposes a rich jump diusion model where the volatility is stochastic and where the jump arrival intensity in the stock price is a linear function of the volatility factors. He provides evidence that the considered specication can t the S&P500 option prices better than other nested models. But the implicit risk-neutral distributions inferred from the jump-diusion models assign typically "a 90% risk-neutral probability of observing at least 1 weekly move of 10% [... while] none was observed". Pan (2002) essentially reconsiders the same process, except that the jump arrival intensity is assumed proportional to the stochastic volatility. His empirical investigations then show that the jump-risk premium, which is indeed correlated with the market volatility, plays an important role in explaining the joint time-series behavior of spot index returns and option prices and the cross-sectional behavior of option prices. This result has also been discussed by Eraker (2004) who introduces a model with discontinuous correlated jumps in stock prices and stock price volatility. Here the state-dependent jump arrival intensity also depends on the stochastic volatility and hence 1 jumps and this inuence lasts for a certain time. As such, they are not Lévy processes 3 .
Dierent motivations have emerged in the literature for using self-excited jump processes in nancial markets and quantitative nance. Errais, Giesecke and Goldberg (2010) are among the rst to use this class of processes for modelling the default risk of a credit portfolio. Here, the intensity of defaults among the considered portfolio of loans increases temporarily following each default 4 . Some authors rely on these processes for solving some microstructural challenges (see Bacry and Muzy (2014) Bates (1996) by relaxing the assumption that the jump arrival intensity remains constant through time. He then applies his extended specication to both the S&P500 index returns and a panel of S&P500 index option prices and he nds evidences of self-excitation. None of these authors however questions the hedging issue.
The main purpose of this article is to explore quadratic hedging strategies useful to manage the options whose underlying asset may experience some clustering of jumps. To this end, we extend the jumpdiusion model of Kou (2002) and let the intensity of jumps be ruled by a self-excited process. Our model diers from previous contributions in two main directions. Firstly, our specication postulates a linear relationship between the increase of the jump arrival intensity and the absolute value of the just realized jump, so that both positive and negative shocks matter 6 . Secondly, we assume that the return jump size is distributed according to a double exponential distribution. For comparison, the self-exciting model studied by Boswijk et al. (2015) posits that the increase of the jump arrival intensity is constant at each arrival of a new shock (whatever its size) and that the return jump size is normally distributed. McClelland (2012) discusses various specications where the impact on the intensity is constant or exponential distributed and independent or correlated (and therefore not equal) to the impact of the unexpected news on the price return. Carr and Wu (2016) put a special emphasis on negative jumps (to insist on the leverage eect) by assuming that the compensated (negative) realized jump impacts the jump arrival intensity proportionally.
In our setting, the impact on the jump arrival intensity of large shocks (in absolute value) is larger than the one of small realized jumps (in absolute value). Past realized jumps (whatever they size) can partly explain the contemporaneous level of the jump intensity but large and small shocks are dierently treated qualitatively. By design, larger shocks will have a longer inuence on the intensity than the small ones. This is obviously not the case in the model of Boswijk et al. (2015) where every new shock is treated the same and in the one of Carr and Wu (2016) where only jumps with negative signs are taken on account 7 .
Our specication has important dierences with previous models.
indirectly on associated jumps. However results suggest that "complex jump specications add little explanatory power in tting options data". This limited improvement for a signicant computational cost may explain why some authors recently favor to investigate other stochastic processes and the class of Hawkes processes. E.g., Santa-Clara and Yan (2010) consider some diusive quadratic processes for both the volatility and the jump intensity. They nd that the correlation between the relative increments of these latent factors is quite low (0.17). This suggests that there is no need to systematically connect the intensity to the level of the volatility. The intensity may have a separate process. 3 The very rst process, developed by Hawkes (1971) , has been used in seismology to model the frequency of earthquakes and aftershocks. 4 In this sense, the overall self-excitation of the portfolio is a rough way to capture the hidden contagion within the portfolio. 5 We thank the referee for pointing toward this unpublished PhD thesis. 6 This specication has been exploited by Hainaut (2016a) for interest rates modeling. 7 Because our approach does not consider any bivariate Hawkes processes such as proposed in Aït-Sahalia et al. (2014) or in Hainaut (2016 b) , it is is also more parsimonious and easier to calibrate. Fulop et al. (2015) . These articles mainly question if the jump size matters and, for some of them, if the role of negative jumps (associated to bad news) is key to evaluate the asset risk, option prices and the risk premium of variance swaps. The contribution of our research is very dierent.
We propose some quadratic hedging strategies and derive closed form expressions useful to manage options when the underlying asset may experience a clustering of jumps. None of the cited articles study or even mention hedging, which is of rst importance for practitioners. To investigate this issue appropriately, a number of results must be provided. E.g., we characterize a class of changes of measure that preserves the price dynamics of the underlying asset under the risk neutral measure and we modify the parameters of self-excitation accordingly. We also provide some formulae to compute the option prices and the hedging parameters.
Jumps makes the market incomplete and prevents a perfect replication of contingent claims. In this case, Föllmer and Sondermann (1986) and Cont and Tankov (2004) approximate the target payo by a self-nanced trading strategy that minimizes the quadratic hedging error. Unlike approaches based on other loss functions, quadratic hedging yields linear hedging rules that are very convenient to implement as mentioned in Schweizer (2001) . This motivates us to follow the same approach. Two hedging instruments will be considered: the underlying asset and another derivative. We obtain in our setting closed form expressions for the hedge ratios with rst and second order approximations of option prices. These ratios explicitly depends upon the intensity of the self-exciting jump process.
The eciency of hedges is assessed by simulations with a model tted to the S&P500 time series. We draw several interesting conclusions from this numerical exercise. Firstly, the spreads between the delta hedge and minimum variance ratios are not signicant if the option is hedged with the underlying asset.
Whatever the order of the approximation, taking into account the sensitivity of the hedge to the intensity of the jump process does not reduce signicantly the exposure to the risk of jump clustering. The volatility and the Value at Risk of hedging errors remain signicant and close to these obtained with a classic delta neutral hedge. Secondly, the only ecient hedging instrument is another option. In this case, the minimum variance ratios are notably dierent from the delta hedge ratio and the policy using a second order approximation for option prices is the best choice to mitigate the risk.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the main specications of the model. The third section presents an econometric calibration method to legitimate empirically the proposed dynamics. This part is followed by a presentation of a category of changes of measure preserving the features of the studied process. In section 5, methods to evaluate European options and their Greeks are developed.
The sensitivity of the surface of implied volatility to parameters is next discussed. Section 6 proposes minimum variance hedges, using the underlying asset or another option and based on a rst and second order development of option prices. The performances of these strategies are measured and compared in section 7.
2
The framework
We consider a probability space (Ω, F, P ) with a right-continuous ltration {F t } t≥0 on which is dened the price process S = (S t ) t of a nancial asset. This asset serves us later as underlying for European derivatives. The instantaneous return of this asset is the sum of a deterministic drift, a Brownian motion 3 W = (W t ) t and a jump process N = (N t ) t :
The drift rate and the Brownian volatility are constant and positive, i.e. µ ∈ R + and σ ∈ R + . N = (N t ) t is a point process and the random jumps (J j ) j are independent copies of J that has a probability density function ν(z) dened on R. So the jumps can be positive or negative. The last term of the equation (1) is the compensator of the jump process. Hence, µ is the expected return of the asset. Its presence ensures that on average, the asset price grows at a constant rate, E dSt S t − = µdt. The dynamics of S t may also be rewritten as follows
and we infer from this last relation the expression for S t :
We assume, from now on, that jumps are double-exponential random variables (denoted by DEJ). Note however most of the results developed in this paper are applicable to any other statistical distributions.
The probability density function (pdf ) ν (z) of J is dened by the three parameters ρ + ∈ R + , ρ − ∈ R − and p ∈ (0, 1) : 
The moment-generating function of the sum of the jump size J and its absolute value |J| is required for later developments. It is give by:
over time, the model corresponds to the Double Exponential Jump Diusion (DEJD) proposed by Kou (2002) . However, the DEJD has constant moments and fails to replicate the clustering of jumps displayed by nancial markets. To capture such features in the DEJD, we assume that the jump arrival intensity λ = (λ t ) t is itself a stochastic process and that it depends on the sum of absolute values of past jumps. This sum, up to time t, is denoted by L t and is equal to
The intensity of jump arrival λ = (λ t ) t reverts to a level θ at a speed α and it increases by η|J| (η ∈ R + ) when a jump occurs. One therefore has:
It is well known that (λ t , N t ) t is a Markov process and by direct integration, we can show that the inuence of past jumps on λ t decays exponentially:
The integrand in this last expression is called the kernel function. The expected intensity at horizon t is in this case equal to (for a proof see e.g. Errais et al., 2010) ,
From this last relation, we infer that the process is stable only if ηE(|J i |) − α ≤ 0. In this case, the asymptotic value to which λ = (λ t ) t converges when t tends to innity is nite and equal to
.
Notice that this asymptotic value is above θ, except if η = 0 i.e. when there is no self-excitation.
Proposition 2.1. The variance of λ t is equal to the next integral:
where E (λ u |F 0 ) is provided by equation (2) and
In the rest of the paper, one consider the process λ = (λ t ) t as an observable quantity. In practice, several techniques exist to lter this process from observations. One of these methods is the particle ltering, as used in Hainaut (2017) , but is computationally intensive. The peaks over threshold procedure is another way to determine λ = (λ t ) t and we detail this approach in the next section. This method is simple to implement and provides a suciently accurate estimate of the jump arrival intensity.
The next proposition derives the moment generating function (mgf ) for the log-return of S t . Throughout the paper, the log-return of S t is denoted by X t := ln
and the dynamics of X = (X t ) t obeys the following stochastic dierential equation:
This equation is of course similar to the stochastic dierential equation prevailing for d ln S t . The mgf of the log-return X t is needed in the next section to establish the dynamics of the asset under the risk neutral measure.
Proposition 2.2. The moment generating function (mgf) of ω 1 X s + ω 2 λ s for s ≥ t, is given by
where A(t, s), B(t, s) are solutions to the system of ODE's
with the terminal conditions A(s, s) = 0, B(s, s) = ω 2 .
Jan-06
Jan-08 Jan-10 Jan-12 Jan-14 Among the available estimation methods, we choose the asymmetric peaks over threshold (POT) procedure that is an enhanced version of the procedure of Embrechts et al. (2011) . This approach is robust, easy to implement and computationally ecient. The discrete record of T observations of log returns, equally spaced by a lag ∆ of one day of trading is denoted {x 1, , x 2 , ..., x T }. A jump is believed to occur if the return is above or below some thresholds. These thresholds, denoted g(α 1 ) and g(α 2 ), depend on the lag between observations and on two condence levels, α 1 α 2 . To determine thresholds, we t by log-likelihood maximization, a pure Gaussian process :
) are set to the α 1 and α 2 percentiles of the Brownian motion: g(
When a jump is detected, the variation of prices is assumed equal to the jump size:
Finally, levels of condence, α 1 and α 2 are optimized such that the skewness and the kurtosis of x i for periods without jump are close to these of a normal distribution. For the S&P 500, we nd that α 1 and α 2 are respectively equal to 94% and 91%. The skewness and kurtosis of returns for days without detected jumps are equal to 0.047 and 3.28. The volatilities of the sample from which we eliminate positive, negative and both type of jumps are 18%, 16% and 12%. Once that jumps are detected, the sample path of (λ t ) t for a given set of parameters is approached by:
When ∆ is small, the probability of observing a jump in the i th interval of time is equal to λ i ∆. Jumps and intensities can then be calibrated by maximizing the log-likelihood of jumps distribution and of λ t as follows:
, where ν(.) is the pdf of double exponential jumps. The second graph of gure 1 shows the sample path of λ t ltered by the POT procedure. This intensity is an excellent indicator of market stress and it reaches its highest level during the credit crunch of 2008 or during the second period of the double dip crisis. Outside these periods, the intensity converges to its asymptotic level, λ ∞ = 5.62. The parameters obtained by the calibration procedure are reported in table 2. The average return is close to 5% whereas the volatility of the Brownian part is around 12%. A pure diusion tted to the same data set has a standard deviation that climbs to 21%. This means that the jump process in our model, generates marginally 75% more volatility i.e. an added value of 9% to the volatility. The quality of the t is assessed with the QQ plots in Their model diers from our approach on several points. Firstly, we assume that jumps are distributed according to a double exponential law instead of being normal random variables. Secondly, the shock of intensity caused by a jump of the stock price is proportional to its amplitude, whereas it is constant in 4 Changes of measure
We continue to explore the properties of the self-excited process with a discussion about the choice of a risk neutral measure. The market, such as modeled, is incomplete. A consequence of this incompleteness is the existence of several equivalent measures that are all potential candidates for the denition of a risk neutral one. In this paper, we focus on a family of changes of measure that are induced by exponential martingales of the form: We focus on processes ϕ(s) that are linear functions of the intensity:
The next proposition details the conditions under which the process M = (M t ) t is a local martingale:
Proposition 4.1. If for any parameter ξ, there exist solutions κ 1 (.) and κ 2 (.) of the system
Using similar arguments to these of proposition 2.2, it is possible to show that (M t (ξ)) t is a martingale if conditions (6) are fullled. An equivalent measure Q ξ,ϕ can then be dened by the ratio:
This new measure is particularly interesting because it preserves the structure of the jump process as demonstrated by next proposition. , the counting process with the following intensity
under Q ξ,ϕ . We also dene random variables J Q through its moment generating function:
and the process
Then the dynamics of λ = (λ t ) t under Q ξ,ϕ is ruled by the following SDE
where
On the other hand, we show that under the risk neutral measure, jumps still have a double exponential distribution as stated in the following result:
are double-exponential random variables with a density equal to
and where the parameters are adjusted as follows:
It remains to determine the ϕ(t), the F t -adapted process involved in the denition of dQ ξ,ϕ dP such that the discounted asset price is a martingale under the risk neutral measure.
Proposition 4.4. If the F t adapted process dening the martingale (5), is equal to
then the equivalent measure is risk neutral and the log-return, X t := ln
, is driven by the next dynamics under the measure Q ξ,ϕ
The asset price is in this case ruled by the following SDE
+S t e
Note that the function ϕ can be splitted into two parts to highlight that the risk premium is the sum of two components:
The terms of this sum are respectively the risk premiums for the Brownian motion and for the jump risk.
The next corollary is a direct sequel of this last proposition and is used in the next section for options pricing. It proves that the moment generating function (mgf ) of the log-return is the exponential of an ane function of X t and λ 
with the terminal conditions A(s, s) = 0, B(s, s) = 0.
The constant that serves us to dene the new measure, ξ is the cost of the risk for the jump component in the price process. As illustrated in table 4, it signicantly inuences the parameters dening the price process under the risk neutral measure and the asymptotic level of the intensity. The numerical analysis reveals that for values of ξ above one, the system of equations (4.1) does not admit any real solutions for κ 1 and κ 2 . If ξ = 0, the parameters of the jump process are identical under the real and risk neutral measures. For ξ ∈ [0, 1], parameters dening λ t under Q ξ,ϕ are higher than these under P . Whereas for negative values of ξ, they are lower than under P . The last column of the table 4 emphasizes that ξ is directly proportional to the asymptotic value of the jump arrival intensity. Note that, because values of ξ above one are not allowed by design, this asymptotic value is bounded from above.
Call-Put pricing and Greeks
Let us consider European call and put options of maturity T , written on S t . Their payo and their strike are expressed as functions of the log-return ln(
) and of k, the log-strike (such that the strike is equal to K = S 0 e k ). The prices of call and put options are functions of the log-strike k denoted by C(k) and P (k). If the risk neutral density at time t ≤ T of the log return ln
|F t is noted f t,T (x), these prices are equal to their expected discounted payos
As C(k) (resp. P (k)) tends to S t (resp. -S t ) when k → −∞ (resp. k → +∞), C(k) and P (k) are not square integrable with respect to k and their Fourier transforms are not dened. For this reason, we consider the modied call and put prices denoted by c(k) = e k C(k), p(k) = e k P (k), for which the Fourier transform exists for some ( > 1 for the call and < −1 for the put). The Fourier transforms of c(k) and p(k) are dened as follows:
Recalling that Υ t,s (ω) = E Q e ωXs | F t is given by corollary (4.5), a direct calculation leads to the same expressions of FC(ω) and FP(ω):
except that is positive (resp. negative) for the call (resp. put). The values of call options are then obtained by inverting the Fourier transform:
As same expressions hold for puts, except that < 0, we exclusively focus on call options in the remainder of this section. The naive approach consists of calculating numerically the integral present in the equation (12) . Setting ω j = ∆ ω (j − 1) , an approximation of the call price is in this case given by: 
This last relation can be computed with a fast Fourier transform algorithm.
The next section focuses on the minimum variance strategy to hedge European derivatives. The implementation of this strategy requires to estimate the sensitivities of option prices to variations of underlying state variables. These sensitivities are measured by the rst order dierential of call ( > 0) or put ( < 0) prices with respect to S t and λ t that are evaluated by a DFT procedure:
Corollary 5.2. The rst order sensitivities of call prices with respect to state variables are given by expressions:
, where B(t, T ) is the function dened in corollary 4.5.
Corollary 5.3. The second order sensitivities of call prices with respect to state variables are given by expressions:
, where B(t, T ) is the function dened in corollary 4.5. Call 1M & 3M smiles. curvature of the smile is more pronounced for short term maturities than for long term ones. The right upper graph shows that in period during which jumps are more frequent, the implied volatilities raise. It also emphasizes that a higher level of mean reversion for λ t shifts up the surface. The left lower graph illustrates the impact of a reduction of the speed of mean reversion of λ t on the smile. At short term, its inuence is limited, even null. This reduction mainly aects the long-term part of the smile of volatilities.
The last graph reveals that increasing η has a similar eect.
Minimum variance hedging of options
A natural question that arises now is how to hedge these options? A rst answer could be to Delta hedge the position. This approach consists of buying
∂C ∂St
shares of the underlying asset to build a replicating portfolio with the same rst order sensitivity as the option. However, the presence of jumps in the asset dynamics reduces the eciency of this method. To take into account the jump risk in the hedging strategy, we opt for a minimum variance approach, as developed by Föllmer and Sondermann (1986) . This consists of minimizing the variance under the risk neutral measure, of the spread between a self-nanced portfolio and the option payo.
The choice of the risk neutral measure Q to perform the optimization is debatable. However, quadratic hedging with discontinuous processes under other measures does not admit a solution in general. On the other hand, the presence of jumps makes the market incomplete and the risk neutral measure is then not unique. The parameters dening the dynamics of the underlying asset under Q may then be adjusted to reect the uncertainty over the evolution of prices and the risk aversion of traders. In this case, the hedge is based on a riskier dynamics for the underlying asset under Q and is more conservative than any other strategy built under P . Such a robust approach was pioneered in economics by Hansen and Sargent (1995) or (2001) and it justies minimizing the variance under a risk neutral measure.
In following sections, we consider two hedging portfolios: one composed of cash and of the underlying asset and one with cash and another option. In both cases, our analysis reveals that the presence of the self-exciting mechanism modies the optimal hedging portfolio.
Hedging with the underlying asset
The remainder of this section focuses on the optimal minimum variance strategy to hedge a derivative, with a self-nanced portfolio of cash and of the underlying asset. Under the risk neutral measure, the dynamics of the asset is driven by
If χ(dz, dt) is the Poisson random measure of the the jump process under Q such that L Q t = t 0 R zχ(dz, dt), the dynamics of S t can be rewritten as follows:
On the other hand, we denote a self-nanced strategy by φ t . φ t points out here the number of shares of the underlying asset. This is a predictable process φ : Ω × [0, T ] → R such that T 0 φ t dS t is a square integrable martingale. As previously, the risk free rate is constant and noted r. The discounted value of the self-nanced portfolio, that is denoted byP = e −rt P t , is then dP t = φ t dS t , 14 whereS t is the discounted stock price. If the strategy is self-nanced,P t satises the following relation:
The discounted stock value,S t = St Bt is ruled by the following dynamics,
From this last relation, we infer that its quadratic bracket is given by:
Let us denote by Y the European payo of an option expiring at date T . The minimum variance hedging strategy, due to Föllmer and Sondermann (1986) consists of determining the initial amount P 0 and the self-nanced strategy φ t that minimizes the quadratic hedging error:
By construction, the expected discounted payoỸ t := E Q 1
B T Y | F t is a martingale and then a stochastic
integral with respect to the driving risk factors according to the martingale representation theorem. It saties the relation:Ỹ
where σ Y : [0, ∞) → R is a càdlàg F t adapted process and γ Y : Ω × [0, ∞) → R is a predictable random function. From its innitesimal form, one has:
we deduce that its quadratic bracket satises the following relation:
This last observation allows us to build the minimum variance price and strategy which are similar to these obtained by Cont and Tankov (2004) , except the presence of self-excitation in the dynamics of S t .
Proposition 6.1. LetỸ t andS t be dened by equations (16) and (15), then the minimum variance price is
and the minimum variance hedging strategy is given by: 
or after developments,
The last line and the Brownian term of this equation are local martingales. On the other hand,Ỹ t is also a martingale. Therefore, the sum of all other terms is a nite variation continuous local martingale and we infer the following martingale representation forỸ t :
From this last relation, we can obtain the expressions for σ Y t and γ Y t (z) in the dynamics ofỸ t as presented in equation (16) . One has:
This is a heuristic argument but the reader interested by a more rigorous proof of the continuity of option prices may refer to Cont and Tankov (2004) . Setting up the minimum variance hedge would require to calculate R γ Y s (z) ν(dz). This step being computational intensive, the minimum variance strategy is approached by the following result.
Proposition 6.2. If we denote the sensitivities of the derivative price to state variables by:
then the optimal number of shares of S t is approached by the following ratio at a rst order:
This result conrms that the optimal hedge ratio is not only the delta: it contains an additional term related to the frequency of jumps. In the next section, we assess the eciency of this strategy with numerical simulations. A more accurate approximation of the hedge ratio is obtained by developing the function γ Y t (z) to the second order. But it is time consuming to use.
Proposition 6.3. If we denote the second order sensitivities of the derivative price to state variables by:
then the optimal number of shares of S t is approached at second order by
where E Q e J Q − 1 2 and E Q |J Q | e J Q − 1 are equal to equations (20) and (21) whereas
The rst and second orders approximations are compared in section 7.
Hedging with options
Instead of hedging the position with the underlying asset, we consider here a strategy in which we invest in another European option (call or put). This option denoted by H is only used for hedging purposes. It is written on the same underlying asset but it has dierent specications: its maturity T H is, for instance, longer than T . One denotes by Y H the payo of the European option used for hedging. Its expected discounted payo is then dened byỸ
The related option price, denoted by O H (t, S t , λ Q t ), is linked toỸ H t by the relationỸ H
From previous developments, we know thatỸ H t is a martingale driven by the next SDE:
Based on a similar reasoning to the one used in the proof of proposition 6.1, we infer the following optimal hedging policy:
Corollary 6.4. The minimum variance price of a derivative delivering a payo Y at time T , hedged with another option is
and the minimum variance hedging strategy is given by:
Without surprise, the optimal price is not aected by the type of underlying asset, chosen to hedge the position. But the optimal hedging ratio depends now upon the product of γ Y s (z)γ Y H s (z). Even if this product can be calculated by DFT, the evaluation of its integral is too computationally intensive to be ecient. For this reason, the hedging policy is approached by a ratio using only the rst order derivatives of option prices with respect to state variables:
Corollary 6.5. If we denote the sensitivities of derivatives to state variables as follows:
Numerical illustration Figure 4 compares minimum variance ratios of rst and second orders with the delta hedge ratio for 6 months call and put options. These options are evaluated with parameters of table 2 and the risk free rate is equal to 1%. S 0 is set to 100 and strikes range from 80 to 120. The hedging instrument is the underlying asset. In the upper graphs, the intensity is assumed equal to λ 0 = λ ∞ = 5.62, which corresponds to periods of low jumps activity as revealed by the sample path of λ t , presented in gure 1. During these periods, the hedge ratio of rst order is very close to ∆ S , the delta hedge ratio. We may then fear that there is nearly no benet to take into account the rst order sensitivity of option prices to the jump frequency into the hedging strategy. The dierence between the hedge ratio of second order and ∆ S is more pronounced for options deep in or out of the money. The two last graphs of gure 4 exhibit the same ratios in period of high activity of jumps. When λ t is equal λ ∞ + 4η|J| = 47.05 which a level of market stress attained during economic slowdowns, the curves of hedge ratios vs strikes tend to be atter than in a normal economic conjuncture. 6M log-return 6M log-return Gain/Loss (% of the fee), Table 5 : The two rst columns present statistics about simulated log-returns over a period of 6 months.
The initial frequency is set to λ ∞ or to λ ∞ +2η|J|. The last column reports statistics about the distribution of gains or losses, whether the naked position is not hedged. To conclude this section, we evaluate the impact of the rebalancing frequency on the eciency of the hedge. that a jump of the stock price increases momentaneously the probability of observing a new shock. We establish next the conditions that ensure the stability of the stock price process and the moment generating function of log-returns. We also nd a family of ane changes of measure that preserves the dynamics of prices under the risk neutral measure. A Peak-Over-Threshold procedure is applied to a time series of S&P500 stock index returns to estimate parameters and to motivate empirically the proposed dynamics.
The second part of this work focuses on the pricing and hedging of European options. Prices and Greeks are evaluated by a Discrete Fourier transform. Next, we present four minimum variance-hedging strategies.
Two hedging instruments are considered: the underlying asset and an option. In both cases, we propose two hedging ratios based on a rst or a second order Taylor's development of option prices.
The eciency of hedging strategies is appraised by Monte Carlo simulations from which we draw several conclusions. Firstly, jump clustering can cause huge losses in absence of any hedge. For example, the VaR of a naked short position in a 6 months put on the S&P 500 exceeds 200% of the option fee. Secondly, we observe a similarity between the delta hedge ratio and the minimum variance ratio of rst order, when the position is hedged with the underlying asset. In this case, there is no benet from taking into account the sensitivity of option prices to variations of the jump intensity. Using the hedge ratio of second order slightly reduces the 5% VaR from 77% to 72%. However, the exposure to potential losses remains too high to be considered as a serious hedging policy. Finally, the most ecient solution that reduces signicantly the standard deviation of hedging errors, consists of using another derivative as hedging instrument. In this case, minimum variance ratios of rst and second orders clearly outperform a pure delta hedging strategy. With the ratio of second order, the exposure to potential losses (measured by the 5% VaR) nearly falls by 75%, compared to a hedge with the underlying asset.
and after the introduction of the compensator of the jump process, Using conditions (6) , this system is simplied as follows:
